Introduction
VOAs are widely used in optical communication (11 and signal processing systems to attenuate light intensity between input and output optical ports. Previous VOA operational principles involve analog light processes such as modification of cladding index [2], interferometry, fiber displacement, light blocking [3], and absorbing glass methods using various materials. Recently, a digital paradigm has been proposed to enable VOAs for fiber-optic applications [4] . In this paper, we extend this work to realize a 16-bit VOA. This VOA is currently under development and will be fabricated using SO1 technology at IMT. Design 1 contains rectangular micromirror platforms; each suspended by two torsion beams attached on opposite side of the mirror as shown in Figure la . The device has 2" = 1024 levels of attenuation when using the first ten micromirrors designed for the first 10 bits. An iteration algorithm computes the mirror widths such that the intensity as reflected from a particular mirror corresponds to a certain bit. Given conditions include: 1) Gaussian illumination with a 500p beam waist, 2) L = 1 5 0 0 p for all mirrors, and 3) a 6pm gap exists between adjacent mirrors. Non-rectangle mirror shapes are possible but result in rather complex computation.
VOA Design
The mirror model is illustrated in Figure 2 . Underneath each mirror is an independently addressable electrode where a constant driving voltage V can be applied to produce an electrostatic torque T .
to twist the mirror to an angle 0, which is currently 2" In equation (l), w,. is the electrode horizontal offset, eo is the permittivity of free space, and d is the vertical distance from the electrode to the mirror. wet and L are the electrode's width and length, respectively. x is any arbitrary horizontal distance along the electrode.
Generally, r, = F x ; A . where A is the electrode area and w is the shortest horizontal distance (see Figure la ) from the electrode centroid to the beam's longitudinal axis. w = w, for rectangular electrode. For calibration and high resolution control purposes, we add 6 more bits to compensate for fabrication uncertainties. The narrowest and the widest of the 16 mirrors are 40pm (M2) and 250pm (MI), respectively. The dimensions of all the suspension beams are 2 w wide and 2 5 0 p long. The mirrors and the suspension beams have the same thickness of 1 5 p .
Simulation result
The simulations were performed using Coventorware (formerly known as MEMCAD) based on the CoSolve iteration algorithm. For rectangular electrode, the dimensions and offset w, are 5x1500p2 and l o p , respectively. These parameters must be the same for all 16 mirrors in order to have consistent 0 and Y. The edge distance we, is thus only 5w. The Zdisplacement contour plot is shown in Figure 3 . The electrode E2 is applied 250V and at a vertical distance Figure 4 , M2 tilts only 0.74" even under 250V. Also, M2 displaces vertically in the -2 direction by almost 2~m and bends .at a radius of curvature of about 0.2m in the longitudinal direction, consequently the light rays will reflect at different angles. Apparently, for this particular configuration, tremendous amount of energy is inefficiently used up in pulling down and bending the platform, therefore the tilt angle is small even at high driving voltage, which also causes cross-talk and affects MI. Notice that for a rectangular electrode, A,.w, = (1500 x 5 ) x l2.S~m' = 93750pn'. We propose to rotate the beam axis in the Z direction about the mirror c.g. to increase the product of A.w or eventually T,. The modified design is shown in Figure   Ib . Although the edge distance for trapezoidal electrode we, is increased to IOpm, the shape advantage gives A,.wt = 7.55Ar.w,. We add an extra 40p"ide mirror (M,) to see bow it would he affected. The result for 4' rotation is shown in Figure 5 . Now with 140V applied to E,, B for M, increases to 2.14". Both crosstalk and vertical displacement are reduced with the radius of curvature of M2 exceeding 105111. Gravity has relatively small effect even on MI. The device can be considered orientation independent as the displacement due to gravity is only 0. 
